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COURT RESUMES ON 13 AUGUST 1987.

POPO SIMON MOLEFE, still under oath

FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR JACOBS : Mr Molefe, it is

accepted and statedin the UDF that it is the masses who must

free this country. Is that correct? — That is correct. I

want to revert to what was put to me yesterday, because that

question was not clear and I wonder whether counsel has

withdrawn that question. He was putting something to me based

on EXHIBIT Al.

COURT : Well, if the question was not clear, I am sure 1(10)

cannot ask you to repeat it. So, I do not know what you are

referring to. — I just want to make sure that it is not later

understood as if I accepted what counsel put to me.

Well, in what area do you think there will be a misunder-

standing? Because EXHIBIT Al is a very big document? -- The

counsel was putting something to me I think the last paragraph

or the fourth paragraph at page 2.of Al.

Was it before we adjourned? — Just before we adjourned.

I did not write down any answer to that question. So,

you can take it that that last minute before we adjourned is (20)

not on record. — I think I made a mistake when I said Tshepo

Sebusi. There are two Tshepo's. Another is Sebusi and the

other one is Potolo. I said that the Tshepo was Sebusi.

I think in fact it was Potolo. He was the son to Father

Potolo.

Is there a Tshepo Sebusi? — Yes, there is another one

called Tshepo Sebusi.

He has got nothing to do with that meeting? — No.

MR JACOBS : Is it accepted and stated in the UDF that it is

the task of the UDF to lead and guide the masses in the (30)

struggle/...
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struggle? — That is correct.

It is also accepted and stated that it is not the activists

in the leadership of UDF who will bring about the changes envi-

saged? — That is correct.

And it was even planned before the launch of the UDF

how to achieve the assistance of the masses. Is that correct?

— Planned before the launch?

Yes, planned before the launch? — Well, I am not sure

about that. The whole question of participation of the masses

in. the organisation, in the context in which I have (10)

explained it, is a matter that dates far beyond the formation

of the UDF. It has been an issue before the UDF. Organisa-

tions have always sought to get the ordinary people to partici-

pate in the decision making. When I dealt with my position

as the chairman of AZAPO, I indicated that we sought to

extend throughout Soweto to reach out to every person. The

intention was to get everybody to participate in AZAPO. So, I

do not know if there was a specific plan in that respect

before the conference. I cannot recall.

Yes, but I put it to you, it was planned in the UDF (20)

how to get assistance of the masses in the freedom struggle?

It was part of UDF planning or the planning before the launch

of UDF? — Whose planning? Planning of people interested in

forming the UDF or those regions of the UDF which existed

at the time or which one of those regions? The question is

too broad. I do not understand it.

Let me put it to you this way. Will you have a look

at the exhibit, then we will come to that paragraph that

you referred to a few minutes ago. EXHIBIT Al page 2

paragraph 4. Will you read it or must I read it?— I can (30)

read/...
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read it. "The UDF launch was the culmination of seven months

in depth discussion between organisations as to the purposes

and aims of UDF campaign."

Of the UDF campaign. That UDF campaign, can you tell

the Court what is this specific UDF campaign? — Well, the

UDF campaign was against the opposition to the constitutional

proposals and the Koornhof bills.

Will you then go to the next page ... — As at this point

in time. That was the position.

Will you go to the next page, that is page 3. — Before(lO)

I look at page 3, what is being put to me in respect of this

paragraph?

Yes, I am going to elaborate on that now. Will you read

the fourth paragraph again. -- "Other local campaigns involve

organisations against removals ..." (Mr Jacobs intervenes)

Not this one, page 3 the fourth one. -- I am sorry. •

"Thus for example, campaigns have already been planned againsz

the community councils and Black Local Authorities in all

Afrikan townships. These institutions are a particular

example of the way in which the Nationalist government's (20)

new deal will adversely affect the majority of South Africans."

Let us pause for a minute there. Will you agree then

that plans had already been made before the launch on at

least the two campaigns, the Community Council and the Black

Local Authorities campaigns? — That is so, but not exclusively

by the UDF. In my evidence-in-chief I indicated that when

the UDF came into existence, there had been organisations

that had already taken a position vis-a-vis the Black

Local Authorities and the Koornhof bills. I had indicated

that at the level of the Soweto Civic Association, a (30)

decision/...
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decision to boycott the elections in terms of that act, was

taken at the December conference of the Soweto Civic Asso-

ciation. At the beginning of January 1983, at the beginning

of 1983 round January, February, the Mohlakeng Civic Associa-

tion in Randfontein had already taken a decision to boycott

the elections in terms of the BLA and they had sought co-ope-

ration from the Soweto Civic Association at that level. A

number of other organisations had already taken decisions

independently of the UDF. At that stage there was no UDF.

There had been the Anti-Community Council's Committee (10)

that existed before the formation of the United Democratic

Front. I understand this paragraph to be in that context.

It does not mean that there were certain people who had

planned for everybody before the launch of the UDF took place.

It merely refers to local organisations in their own communi-

ties addressing the issues.

COURT : Can it not also refer to regions of the UDF which

existed before the launch? — That would refer to that,

because the UDF stretches back to I think March 1983? — No,

no, in the real sense May 1983. That would include that.(20)

But that would also include organisations that were outside

the UDF which had already started doing that. We had - the

National Forum was already in existence at that time. The

DBAC was already in existence at that time. It had started

opposing the Koornhof bills from 1982.

MR JACOBS : But do you agree that this refers to campaigns

planned by people in the UDF? — I do not know if it refers

specifically to the UDF. It might well be that it refers

to those organisations that had now become part of the UDF.

Will you read paragraph 2 on the same page with this (30)

one/. ..
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one please. — "The main focus of the UDF campaign, however,

would be at local and regional levels. Organisations affiliated

to the UDF will run campaigns on certain aspects of the new

constitution that affect their membership in a direct way."

Is this fourth paragraph not part of the second one and

that more particulars are given in the fourth paragraph of

the campaigns? — I cannot - I have a difficulty in accepting

that this paragraph here simply means that all the campaigns

that were taking place were campaigns of affiliates of the

UDF exclusively and that it means that the plans of those (10)

campaigns took place after the formation of the UDF. I cannot

accept - nothing tells me that here.

Did you see anything about the campaigns planned by the

UDF to be exclusively UDF campaigns in these portions that

you have read and will you tell the Court then why you used

the word"exclusively"? -- Well, I am told here that we went

to launch the UDF we had already planned what campaigns the

UDF vas going to take up. It was pre-planned. That is what

is put. to me and I am disputing that and I give facts to

support my argument that it was not a pre-plan of the UDF. (20)

There had been organisations that had already taken those

decisions. Other organisations came to the national launch

of the UDF. We had no knowledge of what they had been doing

before that.

COURT : I think for clarity sake when we refer to launch we

must either refer to the national launch or the provincial

launch, because launch may mean May 1983 or it may mean August,

20 1983. Mr Jacobs, when you talk of launch, do you speak

of the national launch?

MR JACOBS : The national launch. I put it to you that (30)

this/...
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this is a document of the UDF? — I accept that.

And what is stated here in this document is making known

the plans of the UDF? — That is not so. It includes the

plans of the UDF. It also refers to what was happening

before the UDF was launched. I believe if I could go back

and look at some sections of this document I may well find

that it refers to things that took place before the formation

of the UDF.

_. _Kill_..you read the next paragraph then, paragraph 5?

I still want to respond fully to what has been put to me,(10)

but I would like to go through one or two pages quickly.

COURT : Well, let us just get clarity. What is the question

you are now going to respond to because it may be that that

quesrion was not asked. — Counsel is putting to me that

because this is an official document of the UDF, it therefore

means that when the word "planned" is mentioned here, it .

means it was what the UDF itself planned. I am disputing

that. I am saying that that encompasses what happened quite

independently of the UDF.

Yes, very well. Would you not get the answer in the(20)

next paragraph? — I am not sure.

Well, have a look at it. — I was not anticipating this

kind of a question. Yes, I think indeed the next paragraph

does answer that in the sense that it talks about local cam-

paigns involving organisations against removals in the Northern

Cape. We know that this is an old campaign. It is not long

before the UDF was formed. The campaign against the incorpo-

ration into Lamontville it had really nothing to do with -

it became part of the UDF only when those organisations came

to join the UDF. The whole issue of Kaialitsha is a very (30)

old/...
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old thing. It had been there before the UDF was launched.

So, that these are the things that took place long before the

UDF case into existence.

MR JACOBS : I put it to you that the local campaigns mentioned

in the next paragraph that you referred to now was taken up

by the UDF? — Well, when it came into existence those issues,

those organisations which were taking up those issues continued

to go on taking up the issues, but I set out clearly in my

evider.ce-in-chief what the UDF campaigns were and if we want

further clarity, I would refer learned counsel to EXHIBIT (10)

C102 the secretarial report to the NGC of teh UDF in 1985.

It sets out clearly what the campaigns are and what limited

activities are. So that the UDF did not take up the things

as campaigns. It might have spoken about them, it might

have referred to them in documents like this and in speeches

by so~-e officials of the UDF, but it certainly did not take

these t-hings as campaigns.

Can we get clarity on what is national campaigns and what

'is.local campaigns? --] A local campaign would be an issue

that is - a campaign that is developed by local organisa- (20)

ticns independently of the UDF, determining ... (Mr Jacobs

intervenes)

Can I just interrupt so that there can be clarity.

When you say organisations, just make a distinction between

affiliated organisations or others, otherwise it is not

clear? — It may be affiliated organisations. It may not

be affiliated organisations. I think what we want to define

here is what a local campaign is. As I understand it, a

local campaign is a campaign that is developed by local

organisations. They might be affiliates of the UDF. They(30)

may/...
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may not be affiliates of the UDF. They might be - it might

be a campaign that involves affiliates of the UDF and other

organisations in that locality which have got nothing to do

with the UDF. It is co-ordinated by those local organisa-

tions- It has got pre-determined goals- That is what a

local campaign would be and a national campaign would be

the one initiated by the UDF, co-ordinated by the UDF, the

goals of that campaign defined by the UDF national.

Just name the national campaigns clearly for us? — The

campaign against the Coloured Management elections, the (20)

campaign against the Black Local Authorities, the campaign

against the tri-cameral elections and the million signature

campaign.

Do^you then say there were only four campaigns undertake."

by UDF?; -- Yes, as I understand campaigns.

<Ts it your evidence then that UDF did not take up a 7

campaign about removals? — That is my evidence. It had

expressed the intention to take up that campaign and in my

evidence-in-chief I indicated that right up to the time of

my arrest such a campaign had not yet started, in a real (20)

sense.

Jls. it your evidence also that the UDF did not ta£e up

tfie campaign on low wages? — I did also indicate in my

evidence-in-chief that there would have been limited activities^

relating to removals, manifesting themselves in say visits

by officials of the UDF to areas affected by removals,

invitation to organisations participating in the removals

area, to give more information about that. The actual campaigns

had not yet started.

While you mentioned -removals1, did UDF assist in (30)

supplying/...
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supplying information on that local campaign? — I do not

know of a situation where the UDF assisted in providing

information, but I know of a situation where the UDF was

provided with information.

No, but the UDF itself? — I am not certain about that.

UDF national did not do that as far as I am concerned.

Do you know whether UDF national then did anything in

assisting regions in regard to the removals in any way? --

I cannot recall any assistance. There was a discussion,

that we would consider employing people to do work in (10)

the areas, affected by the removals, but it did not take place.

Do you know of any commissions or committees being

established under the auspices of UDF either national or

regional in regard to removals? — There was a suggestion

that committees should be formed to look into the matter.

The possibility exists that there might have been a committee'

set up in the Western Cape to look into the matter. I am not

quite sure of whether that committee did come into existence

bug I know that in a number of regions that did not happen.

At national level we did not have such a committee. (20)

'Onflow wages, "Mo you know whether UDF National assisted

any local campaigns on low wages and economical matters? —

UDF National?

Yes? — I do not know of any. I know of discussions

around the issue.

Only discussions? — Yes.

Of no assistance in pamphlets or any other written

material, information on that? — If I may ask, is it suggested

that the UDF printed pamphlets and gave it to some people

who were conducting that campaign - I do not understand (30)

the/...
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the (juestion.

Yes.

COURT : Are you saying that it was mentioned in UDF publica-

tions or are you saying that UDF printed publications for

distribution on the subject by the local organisations? —

MR JACOBS : I am asking him if UDF printed, UDF through its

media, committee printed any information or supplied any -

gave any information, did they print any pamphlets in assis-

tance to organisations which took up this local campaign? —

I do not know of such. I cannot recall that happening. (10)

But I do not preclude the fact that there could have been

reference to low wages and so on in UDF documents.

Do you know whether UDF National encouraged the organisa-

tions to take up that campaign? — On low wages? I think it

was proposed at possibly the last NGC.

And on lh±gh rents,^did the UDF through its media committee

supply the organisations with information or pamphlets or

other printed matter in boosting this campaign? — Once again,

I think I would appeal for clarity on the question, whether

it is said that it printed that in his documents or are we(20)

saying that they printed them for the affiliates?

Let us take both of them. Did it print in its documents,

UDF, anything about that? — That the rents are high?

Yes? — Rentals are high? I think it did.

Will you regard that as propaganda? — I would not regard

that as propaganda. It is just clearly a report on that fact.

If it was analysing it and presenting the views of the UDF

it might well be regarded as propaganda, but if it was simply

saying that rent has been increased and in fact it was increased

on X day, that I would not regard as propaganda. (30)

Did/...
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Did it supply any information to other organisations

through its media? — What information?

Any information on high rents? — Printed for the organi-

sations?

Yes, printed for the organisations? — I know of no

situation where the UDF National printed anything for the

affiliates. I cannot recall any such situation.

And on the next one inadequate ̂ public transport, "Id id the

UDF National in any_. way assist the organisations taking up

this as a campaign?— I cannot recall UDF National taking(lO)

up the issue of transport, but in any event I would not pre-

clude the fact that it could have been T I think it would

have been referred to in may be secretarial reports and so on.

What referred to? Let us get clarity on that. It could

have been referred to. What do you mean by that? -- Well,

mention that we have got a problem with high transport fares.

We have got a problem of high rentals. We have got a problem

of recreational facilities. In that context, that these

things have got to be addressed. We got to have these things

resolved. In that context: I think it would have been addres-(2D

sed.

•̂ Did the UDF conduct a campaign around education?-]— The

UDF per se did not conduct a campaign against or around

education, but there were affiliates of the UDF who had ini-

tiated what they called the education charter campaign and

the UDF pledged its support to that campaign. That campaign

was initiated if my recollection - if I recall well, by

organisations like COSAS, AZASO, NUSAS and the National Union

of South Africa, which is an organisation of teachers.

Did the UDF accept this as a campaign of the UDF (30)

after/...
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after it was launched at the national launch? — At the

national launch?

Yes, did they take it up, accept it? — The UDF did not

take op the education campaign.

Since the national launch, did it ever take up this as

a campaign of the UDF? — It has supported it. It has not

taken it up as a campaign of the UDF. It has called upon its

affiliates and regions to support that campaign.

Will you read the next paragraph, please? — What is

the next paragraph? Is it the paragraph after the one I (10)

read in response to the question raised by counsel?

Yes, "Part of these local campaigns"? -- "Part of these

local campaigns have already included solidarity meetings

with the people of Mdantsane in East London, as well as

with the South African Allied Workers Union in their fight

against Ciskei government terror. Speakers at these meetings

pointed out that the. homelands were regarded as the consti-

tutional solution for most South Africans by the Nationalist

Government and that the UDF's rejection of these homelands

goes hand in hand with the campaign against the new consti-{20)

tution."

Can you explain to us what is this part of these local

campaigns have already included solidarity meetings"? Does

it mean - do you not agree that according to this, this was

taken up by UDF and it refers here to the planning before,

that part of the planning was to see these people? — What

are we talking about?

This £art of these local campaigns have already included

solidarity meetings." So, partly something was done already?

— Yes, in respect of the Ciskei repression, the UDF did (30)

take/—
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take up the issue insofar as publicising that thing and demon-

strating a protest in that respect. The UDF were involved in

that. I had indicated that I was part of another committee

that worked on the issue.

According to the part that you were part of, was after

the national launch of the UDF. Is that not so? — That is

correct.

But this refers to what was done before the launch. Is

it correct? -?=• What was done before the launch? No, it does

not. I do not see it that way. You see, although the (10)

declaration was adopted at the national launch, this booklet

was not adoptee by the national launching conference. Reso-

lutions were adopted - the declaration was adopted, all these

documents and the key documents of the UDF were adopted and

then there were the speeches of people who spoke at the

rally. After that had happened, the region of the UDF in-

the Western Cape was asked to produce a booklet containing

the happenings of the time, on the conference and the rally.

Then an introduction was given dealing with things that had

happened since the launch, but this booklet was produced (20)

towards the end of the year, I think in November or so. It

was the end of October/November or so. So, that one cannot

take this book and say because it deals with the national

launch, everything that it refers to here must be something

that happened before that day of the launch.

Will- you have a look at EXHIBIT Cl. — This is once mere

the document that I said I did not know.

I put it to you it was found in the offices of the UDF

and I put it to you that it is accepted and stated that the

masses are the makers of history and it is the masses who (30)

must/...
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must bring about the freedom you sought? — What paragraph

are we looking at?

Will you have a look at EXHIBIT C document 2, the printed

one page 1 paragraph 3.1. Will you read it, please? —

"Firstly, is it true the actions and work of the few, like

ourselves, or the many, the masses" I think if I read it like

that, nobody will understand in what context it is read.

May be I should read first ... (Mr Jacobs intervenes)

Will you read it first and then you can tell us what you

think? — I think I should start at the two lines before (10)

2.1 "Our objectives." It reads as follows "In attempting to

discuss the role and future of the UDF, it is important to

recall some of the fundamentals that guide us in our work."

And it says "Objectives. Is to dismantle apartheid and

replace it with a more just and more democratic system (as

in the Freedom Charter for these of us who subscribe to it.)"

That is a fundamental of the UDF. — "Often in the day

to day heat of the struggle we forget that our enemy is the

apartheid system, not those whose views differ with ours.

The next question on which we require clarity is the question(20)

of how this change will come about. Firstly, is it through

the actions and work of the few like ourselves or the many,

the masses?" So, really this part is linked to how change

will come about.

Go on? — I have come to that point. I think now I

understand the context in which it was used.

Read paragraph 3.1 please? — I have read it. It is

the one that says is it through the actions and work of the

few like ourselves or the many, the masses.

And our view? — "Our view. The masses are the makers (30)

of/...
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of history. It is they who must become the active partici-

pants in the struggle. Without this there cannot be any

successful victory."

Yes, go on.

COURT : Mr Jacobs, why does the witness have to read pages

and pages? Can you not say do you agree, this is the position

taken by the UDF or that is not the position taken by the

UDF? If he agrees, end of story. If he does not agree,

point to a document.

MR JACOBS : So, this is an accepted fact - put it like (10)

this - and one of the fundamentals that guide the UDF, that

the masses are the makers of the history and they are the

people who roust bring about the change? — The view expressed

here was consonant to the views of the UDF. I am not saying

the document is a UDF policy document, but what it is saying

is what the UDF would say.

But this is what is said in UDF? — That is correct.

It is also accepted and stated that the' NEC, the National

Executive of the UDF will decide on policy and decisions to

be carried out by the organisations. Is it correct, as is(2C)

stated in Al_? — May I have a look at the section that counsel

is referring to?

Al page 10.

COURT : Let us just put the thing straight on record. It

is paragraph 9.3 of the Working Principles of the UDF. -- What

was put to me? Something was mentioned about affiliates

here?

The question was that the UDF accepts that the NEC will

decide on the policy to be carried out by the organisations.

— This is not what is written into this paragraph. (30)

MR JACOBS/...
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MR JACOBS : Who decides on policy? —^The NGC - The National

General Council is the highest policy making body and in the

intervening period when the NGC is not meeting, the NEC is

entrusted with the task of dealing with policy matters. It

makes policy subject to a process of consultations with the

regions of the UDF and affiliates of the UDF which would

be participating as part of the regions of the UDF and then

it gets feedbacks from the regions of the UDF and then it

arrives at a symphysis of the views of all the regions and

only then does the issue become a policy of the UDF. (10)

COURT : You are telling us what happens in practice. According

to the working principles, is the position not such that in

the intervening period, between NGC's, the NEC determines

the policy? — That is so.

And they way you do it, that is method? — That is so.

MR JACOBS : And is it correct that the decision must be

carried out then according to 9.4 by the secretariate of the

UDF? — That is correct.

And is it accepted and stated that the regions are part

of the UDF? — That is correct. (20)

That means they are part of the NGC as stated here in

paragraph 2 on page 8, the composition? — That is correct.

Does it mean - what does this mean? — Well, what it

means is that when we talk of the UDF - about the UDF, we

are really talking about the coming together of the regional

formations of the UDF which themselves are composed of affi-

liates. When we are talking about the UDF, we are talking

about them.

And is it correct that they are part of the decision

making, the are representatives on the NEC, on the National(30)

Executive/...
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Executive? — That is correct.

And they are part of the policy making between National

General Council meetings? — That is correct. Those represen-

tatives, the six that I have mentioned when I was asked the

question the other day who sit on the NEC are part of that.

However, when they go back to their regions, whatever they

have decided at the NEC has got to be subjected to scrutiny

and further discussions by the regions and affiliates.

<I_,put it to you tha.t. that., is..jntpt completely correct. j

They must carry out decisions taken by the National Execu-(lp)

,-tive?j— That is not true. It is not must. It has got to

go through the process of discussion and they might reject

it, they might not implement it. I gave an example of the

Kennedy visit, what problems we had about that. If it was

a question of must, we would not have had those problems.

iI think the UDF must not be elevated to a political party,

I do not want to go into the details. I have dealt with

that in my evidence-in-chief. It is a loose front.

Kill you agree that there is a clear distinction between]

•the regions and affiliated organisations1?^-- Yes, there is (20)

a .distinction if you take an individual affiliate out of

the general, the region of the UDF, but the region itself

comprises of affiliates. The distinction is only insofar

as that affiliate is doing its own activities at a local

level, but once they are coming under the umbrella of the

UDF ana you talk about a decision of a region of the UDF or

a decision of UDF, you are really talking about a decision

taken by the affiliates, because you have got no UDF if you

have got no affiliates.

There is no provision here for the regions being part(30)

of/...
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of the UDF about this autonomy and that they can do certain

things, the recognition of autonomy? — I do not understand

the question.

There is no specific provision for the National Executive

and their autonomy because they are part of the UDF National

Executive?

COURT : Vis-a-vis the affiliates or the regions?

MR JACOBS : The regions. The regions are part of the National

Executive and therefore there is no provision for their

autonomy as in the case of affiliated organisations? — (10)

That is not so. Perhaps we should have a look at page 9

item 6 on the rights of members.

COURT : That is paragraph 6 of the Working Principles? —

That is correct, 6.1. It says "All regional formations and

member organisations shall have complete independence within

the u-hrella of the United Democratic Front, provided that

actions and policies of members are-not inconsistent with the

policy of the UDF" There is that provision.

MR JACOBS : Yes, but there is a specific provision and also

a very important proviso. Do you agree to that? They can (20)

do on other things but as long as it is on policy matters

and the working principles and policy, provided that the

actions and policies of members are not inconsistent with

the policy of the UDF. That is an important proviso. Is

that correct? — That is correct.

As far as ... — May I comment on that point?

COURT : Yes? — The foundation of the UDF is opposition to

the constitutional proposals and the Koornhof bills and

the policy of the UDF is a non-violent one. So, that when

we really are talking about within the - if it is not (30)

consistent/...
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consistent with the policy of the UDF, first we mean it does

not depart from the non-violence policy of the UDF, secondly

that it does not tend to promote the constitutional proposals

and the Koornhof bills which the UDF is opposed to. They can

do what they want to do, as long as it does not depart from

those key elements of the UDF.

Apart from what you say, does this paragraph not mean

that they have to be consistent, that is now the regions

and the member organisations, have to act and adhere to a

policy which is consistent with the policy of the UDF (10)

and the policy of the UDF is that which is determined to be

her policy from time to time by the NGC and in the interim

by the NEC? — I agree. I accept that.

MR JACOBS : And is it _also so as far as the affiliates are

concerned, if there are inconsistencies, then it is the

national executive and the regions who will decide on what

is an inconsistency with the policy of the UDF? -- And the

regional councils, yes.

And I put it to you it is also accepted that the quali-

fication for membership of the UDF is another safeguard to(20)

ensure that the affiliates will carry out the decisions and

policy and leadership of the UDF? -- May the question be

repeated? I do not follow.

I put it to you that it is accepted that the qualifica-

tions for membership is another safeguard to ensure that the

affiliates will carry out the decisions and policy and

leadership of the UDF? — It is too complicated for me. I

do not understand. Carry out the leadership and policy?

I do not understand.

To carry out the decisions, the policy under the leadership
(30)

of/...
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leadership of the UDF?

Yes? — Where is that provision? I really do not understand

the question.

Paragraph 5.2 page 8. That is a pre-condition for

membership of the UDF? — May I read what is written in this

paragraph. May be we can then deal with what it means. It

reads as follows "All organisations which are prepared to

commit themselves to the declaration policy and to the program

of action, will be illegible to make an application for

affiliation through the regional council. If I am required(lO)

to interpret that, to explain what that meant, at the time of

the launch, the UDF adopted a declaration policy which is I

think appearing at page 4 and 5 of this exhibit and it adopted

guidelines to the program of action which I have been shown -

part of these I was shown as appearing in I think it is

EXHIBIT VI but it is also EXHI3IT AL3 in this case. That •

is what is referred to here, that those organisations which

accept the declaration of the UDF and the program of action

may apply for affiliation through the regions. I would like

to leave my comment at that point. (20)

ASSESSOR (MR KRUGEL) : Would there be a difference in this

if we have on the one side a declaration policy, that is the

policy contained in the declaration and on the other hand

the declared policy of the UDF? Policy as declared from

time to time. Would you draw a difference there? Would a

member, would an affiliate not for instance if he - well,

he has a right of withdrawal, he has a right to withdraw and

we have the section 5.1 which deals with the review of policies

by the National Executive Committee in consultation with

regions in the interim period? — That is correct. (30)

So/...
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So, would not this concept of an organisation abiding

by the policy, who commit themselves to the declaration

policy, also necessarily mean that they must commit themselves

to the declared policy of the UDF? — Yes, from time to time

obviously the new issues arise and then decisions are taken -

policy decisions are taken on those issues. It must be a

policy that is acceptable to the affiliates. It is understood

that affiliates who affiliate will be accepting that policy.

Although that cannot be .seen in isolation from the foundation

document which is the declaration of the UDF. (10)

MR JACOBS : Do you agree that there are pre-conditions before

an organisation can become a member of the UDF?

COURT : Why do we have this long winded approach to this

whole question. Is the position not this that one subscribes

as an affiliate to the declaration, in the declaration certain

principles are set out and certain undertakings are given as

to what we will do.and what we say that can be read in the

declaration and an affiliate who joins the UDF, undertakes

what is undertaken in the declaration. — That is correct.

MR JACOBS : Do you agree then that that is, although you{20)

say that affiliates are autonomous, that that is a qualified

autoncrnony? — Yes, it is qualified, as set out in the working -

at pace 9 EXHIBIT Al, Working Principles item 6.1.

And also qualified by item 5.2. Is that correct? —

What is correct? What is the question?

And it is also qualified by the - the autonomy is also

qualified you said by paragraph 6.1, but also by 5.2. Quali-

fied by 5.2. They must also commit them to the program of

action of the UDF? — I think 5.2 is dealing with the what

we may call may be pre-conditions, what one must satisfy (30)

to/...
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to become a member, and then 6.1 is dealing with the extent

to which an organisation - is dealing uith the autonomy of

organisations and regions within the UDF.

But they must - the organisations to become a member

must also adhere to the program of action of UDF? They

commit themselves to that? — That is correct, the guide-

lines as adapted at the national launch. Of course from

time to time there might be new programs that ars developed

and it is expected that affiliates, those who want tc- became

affiliates of the UDF would be party to that.

Do you agree, Mr Molefe, that it is accepted and stated

in the UDF that the Government will not hand over the Govern-

ment to the masses? That is a fundamental in the freedom

struggle? -- I do not know about that. I cannot recall any

such tninc. May counsel refer me to the UDF document?

L-culd you have a look at "A1" page 4? !Ue have already

had that yesterday, but just to refresh your memory I put

it to you that that is a clear acceptance of the position.

-- I reject that proposition.

Actually page 5, that you know that "apartheid" will

continue? -- I reject the interpretation of counsel to the

effect that that means - that has got to do uith the handing

Dver of power. It was not in that context. I have set cut

my explanation yesterday.

q lilill you have a look at page <*0 of the same document,

and I put it to you that it is accepted and clearly stated

that peop-le by their own actions will ..

CDURT: Are you referring to page 40? Which column and

which article?

MR JACOBS: Articles of George Supersatt second column.

What/.,.
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COURT: Uhat are you referring to there?

MR JACOBS: I put it to you then that it is clearly stated

and accepted that the people will bring about the change in

South Africa. -- Whereabouts? The people will bring about

change?

COURT: I thought that you and the witness were ad idem on

that already. Are ue nou back again to square one?

MR JACOBS: rl 'want to "put this to him in order to show him I

that it is not by the actions of- the Government, and that

•is a belief in UDF that not by the actions of the Government, ,*1^

cby thE actions of the people themselves, that change will

rcome about. --> If it is put in that context, I reject it.

It is a two-way process. All we are saying here when we

talk sbout the masses having to participate in the process

of change, we mean that they must build strong organisations,

they must be seen tD be, if a campaign is mounted against

the elections, for instance of the Black Local Autnoritiss,

or sc-sinst the tri-camerai parliament, mass participation

must manifest itself in the spreading of the message of

bc-ycctt, in the stay-away from the elections by the actual 20

withdrawal of vote or refusing to vote in those elections.

Now, this is intended as a signal tD the Government that is

in power that it must now set in process, begin initiatives

thet will set in process the necessary changes or begin to

investigate seriously what changes will satisfy the people.

So that this is really a two-way process. It is not a

question where we are saying, we will bring about change

and nothing else, no one uill be a participant in that

process of change. It is intended to build pressure enough

to show the Government that what it believed was its support 30

for/...
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for apartheid, it is not so. It would have to bring about

change. We have indicated that if a national convention

ha3 got to come about, the Government has got to be the key

participant in that convention, it has got to call that

convention. So that when ye talk about the masses, the

people who must bring about or be agent, that must bring

about change, it is in that context,

ASSESSOR (MR KRUGEL): Mr Molefe, could we just go back to

- I an afraid it is a few days ago. Could you just please

reiterate your standpoint on this phase, where the Govern- lu

ment cells now the national convention,. In my" own mind at J

vine mccent I have it that that national convention will be]

one where the Government will not have an army any more and -»

no police force? ~- M'Lord, I have indicated that those

were • Betters subject to negotiations, and I had indicated

that e flexible attitude is adopted when people go to a

nations! convention-, and I had given that in the course of

the derate, certain conditions are accepted; others srs not

accepted, and it does not follow, and I mace this point,

that ur= were under no illusion that when we call for a ^

national convention, every single condition as set out

would be satisfied, and that if certain conditions are not

satisfied, a national convention would not take placs. But

I saiC that there are obviously those conditions which

directly relate to the question of the national convention,

and thc-se are enumerated as the release of political prison-

ers, the return of the exiles, the unbanning of ths benneti

organisations, to allow all those people to propagate their

views openly, and allow the people to choose freely who are

their leaders- Those are directly - those ksy conditions 3D

are/..-
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are directly related to the question of the national conven-

tion.

MR 3AC3B5: Mr Molefe, will you turn to psge 3B of the same

document, EXHIBIT "A1"? That is a speech by Francis Saard.

Can you tell the Court who is Francis Baard? -- She is one

of the patrons of the UDF.

And she opened, if I understand her speech correctly,

she was asked to open the rally? -- That is correct.

FiOLJ will"you "have a~ look at--the • first paragraph of her

speech at the rally, and the second part of it, which starts: *2

"That means South Africa is our motherland and South

Africa is going to be free, even if the Government

G O E S not want it."

Will you agree, that is quite contrary to what you told the

Court just now? Do you agree, this is contrary to what

you said? -- That is net contrary to what I am saying.

Even if the Government does not want it, there will be

change? -- Yes, that is not contrary. All she is saying is

that the Government may not be happy with what we are saying,

the nature of change that we want, but we will go on buil- cj

ding pressure on that Government, that finally it will have

to accept that that change will nave to come. It has hap-

pened many times. The Government had said, we will never

do this, but in the end they had done that, they had changed

certain things.

Do you agree .. — As I understand it even now, it was

the policy of the Government that Black people would not

own the land, would not have freehold rights in the urban

areas, but now they have changed in the 8D'5, and I would

say proudly that it is due to the credit of those of us and -^

those/..•
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those of our organisations which spoke out loudly against

such policies. Ue have pressured the Government to move on

those issues. I understand it in that context.

I put it to you what is clearly put here, that freedom

uill come around without the Government conceding to it? --

Well, I do not accept that. It is a dream. I do not know

of any such thing.

Can ue have a look at EXHIBIT "AL3D"? Just to identify

this, this is a United Democratic Front, the heading is

"Unitec Democratic Front, Eastern Cape", the LJDF logo on

top, "Million Signature CampaignM, and it is a briefing for

field workers. Do you accept this as a UDF publication? --

Unfortunately this is one of the documents I have not read

myself, but I have not seen it before. Is this "AL3D"? I

have not seen it before. It is a fairly long document. It

has get the UDF logo in front and it says "United Democratic

Front Eastern Cape", but I have not seen it before, and

unfortunately I have not even had the opportunity to read

it.

COURT: Where was this document found, Mr Jacobs?

MR JACOBS: It was found with Roland White. Is he an execu-

tive member of the UDF region Eastern Cape? -- He was.

COURT: What are you intending to refer to?

MR JACOBS: Page 6.

CDURT: The pages are not numbered, I think. Will you

quickly number the pages, the front page.

MR JACOBS: The one with the logo is page 1.

COURT: Introduction is 1, House Visit is 3, the next one

is k, If the Person is Supportive is 5. You are now ready

for the House Visit is 6, Why the Government introduced its

New/...
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New Deal Now is 7, United Democratic Front is 8 - Puppets

replace Leaders is 8, United Democratic Front is 9, UDF

Believes In is 10. How far do you want to go, Mr Jacobs?

MNR JACOBS: I am going to page B and page 10, if it is

necessary.

COURT: You refer the witness to page 8?

MR JACOBS: Yes. Dit is paragraaf U.

The fourth paragraph. Will you read it?

COURT:- - LJhat is the point you .are going to .take,_ Mr .Jacobs?

MR JACOBS: I~am going to put it to' you that this document 1

af the UDF also brings out the contrary to what you told

the Court here, that it is accepted in UDF that the Govern-J

ment will not give up and hand over power to the. people. -- 7
i.— -j

Are we looking at page 6 paragrapn kl Maybe I . am looking

at a different one.

All these factors, that is the paracrsph. LJould you

read it out please? --

"All these factors and an increased 3mount of disunity

among the Unite Government put South Africa in a crisis.

It had to respond. It would never be prepared tD give 2

up apartheid and give us the genuine change we are

demanding. It came up with its new deal, another

fraud. The Government hopes that the new deal will

win over the Coloureds and Indian people (through its

new constitution) and a section of the African com-

munity (through the Koornhof bills). It hcpes that

the new deal would improve its image in the eyes of

the world."

MR JAC0B5: Do you agree that this paragraph now read by

you, it is contrary that the belief must exist and it is 3

accepted/—
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accepted in UDF that the Government uill not give up apart-

heid and hand over the pouer to the people? — Although I

have not read the previous paragraphs, that is not hotu I

understand it. All he is saying, all the writer is saying

is that certain things have happened, a crisis had developed

in the ranks of the Government, and the Government had to

respond to that crisis, and it responded by starting on a

process of reform, the new deal. Now, he is saying had

those things not happened, the Government would not have

changed, it would never be prepared tD change. That is haw

I understand it, otherwise I would have to go and re3d all

the paragraphs that come before that.

You will agree that the language is quite clear that

the Government will never be prepared to give up apartheid

and give you the change "we are demanding"? -- It cannot DE

taken in isolation. It talks about all these factors and

an increased amount of disunity amongst the White Government,

put South Africa in a crisis. It had tD respond, it woula

never be prepared to give up apsrtheid and give us the

genuine change we are demanding. I think that the response

that it is making, it is because of what had happened. I

do not know what the speaker was referring to, but I dD not

understand it to mean that the Government would never - he

would not have used the word "would", he would have seid

"will never change".

I put it to you that he did use the word "never", the

word "never" is used in this paragraph? -- Yes, but what I

am saying is that, if this speaker was saying it will never

change and putting it straight like that, period, he would

not have used the word "would". He would have said "the

Government/...
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Government will never change", despite the fact that it is

making these reforms, it will never change. He would have

said so. So I think, I do not accept the proposition. I

uould have to read the previous paragraphs.

THE COURT ADJOURNS. THE CDURT RESUMES:

PDPO SIHDW HQLEFE, still under oath:

FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR JACOBS: Mr MDlefe, I mould

like to refer you also to EXHIBIT flC1Q3". This is a document

that was found in the offices of the UDF and it is according -

to this document the Police of the Congress of South African ^

Students. That is COSAS, is that correct? — Thet is cor-

rect, but which offices of the UDF? The national office,

the office of the UDF in the Eastern Cape or what? I am

not sure.

I p. Johannesburg, the national office, I put it to you

it is the national office Johannesburg. -- I dD net know.

I have not seen 'that document before. I cannot dispute

what csunsel is putting to me.

CGSAS is an affiliate of the UDF? — That is correct.

NOD, would you have a look st the paragraph with the 20

heading- "Dialogue", and <£_ put it to you that it is accepted

cby COSAS that no dialogue can bring about change in South ~]

<^Africa.\-- Is that interpretation based on what appears on

this document?

That COS AS reject any dialogue with the Government cr

Government-created bodies or institutions.

COURT: The question by the witness is, do you base this on

something else or do you base it on the paragraph "Dialogue"

in this exhibit?

MR JACOBS: I base it on the paragraph "Dialogue". I 30

would/...
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would like to read the paragraph, if Your Lordship allows

it.

•Lie maintain that a genuine and meaningful change will

be brought about by the will and power of the people.

LJe reject any direct or indirect dialogue with the

Government-created bodies or institutions."

Now, M'Lord, having read this paragraph, I do not understand

it in the way in which counsel understands it. I under-

stand it to mean that CDSAS was not prepared to talk to

those bodies which are created by the Government. I think

they hsd in mind things like the Black Local Authorities,

possibly the tri-cameral parliament or the Coloured Manage-

ment Committees. That is if this document was produced

during that period. It may well be that it uas a document

that was produced by CQ5AS shortly after its formation or

on its foundation in 1975 DT possibly 15BD, msybe 1561, Ue

do not know'when the document, was produced. But the senten-

ce qualifies what they are saying. It says Government-

created bodies, and I think it is only CDSAS that can tell

us what they intended Government-created bodies to be.

Ix is not inconsistent then with the policy of the

UDF, this document being at the offices of the UDF. Is it

correct?

CQUhT: Uhat is the question? Is the fact that it is at

the offices not inconsistent with the policy of the UDF, or

is the contents of the document not inconsistent with the

policy of the UDF?

MR JACOBS: I put it that the contents of this document is

not inconsistent with the policy of the UDF.

COURT: Are you asking him about the whole document or just

this/...
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this paragraph?

MR JACOBS: I refer to this paragraph. — Yes, the UDF

believes that change should come through proper structures,

not those puppet structures in the form in uhich they uere

at the time of the formation of the UDF in 1963 and up to

the tine of my arrest.

fAn_cL this means any Government-created bodies or in-^

slti'tutions. Does it also mean delegates appointed by the "\

'Government to have discussions uith UDF on any- issue? -- It

does not mean that. I have dealt uith our conception of "'

the issue of the national convention and hou the Government

would participate there. I have dealt uith my attitude for

instance to the courts as independent institutions. They

might have been set up by the Government, but they are

operating not as part of the Government. So that I think if

I uerE to give my interpretation of this, I would have in

mind things like the Indian chamber, the Coloured chamber,

the House of Representatives, the House of Delegates, and

the Black Local Authorities structures, the homeland system.

Those ere inconsistent uith the UDF • s vieu of a non-racial ^

democrEtic 5outh Africa under a single government.

Mr' Molefe, dD I understand your evidence correctlyj

cthet, is it the vieu and the policy of the UDF to only have. ..

^dialogue uith the Government about a national convention,J

(no other issue? « There are a number of issues that the

UDF could talk to the Government about, and if one looks at

the minutes of the UDF from time to time, the secretariat

uas recommending that there should be a meeting uith the

Prime Minister. The NEC uas recommending that to regions

alsc Nou, that clearly gives the attitude of the UDF to J

the/...
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the question of talking to the Government. It is incorrect

to suggest that if one does not uant the tri-cameral parlia-

ment, then one does not uant to talk to the Government.

Bishop Tutu is diamstrically opposed to the policies of the

Government, but he has aluays led delegations to talk to

the Government, but he would not go into the Black Local

Authorities, he would not go into the Bsntustan structures,

but yet he talks to the Government.

COURT: Is Bishop Tutu a policy maker of the "UDF? — No, he

is not.

On what basis do you bring him into the case then? --

No, I am merely bringing him in in the sense that counsel

is attempting to conclude that because the UDF does not

uant to participate in these structures, it would only talk

to the Government an the basis of a national convention and

nothing else. I am merely bringing it in as an exsmple cf

somebody who is taking a position that is similar to that

of the UDF.

MR JAC0E5: cAnd on the question of the national convention,1

will the UDF only talk to the Government or will it talk to

other DQdies of the Government? -- On the issue of the

national convention, the UDF as party to that will talk tc

the people who are sent there as participants by their

constituencies to take psrt in that convention, the Govern-

ment included, whatever.

Will you have a look at EXHIBIT^ "C37n?- - iThis is a

document headed "UDF and the New South African Constitution"

and it was found with Prof Ismail Mahomed. -- My comment is

that this is not a UDF police document. I have never seen

this document until I stood trial here, until I came into

this/...
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this case and sau it as an exhibit in this case.

Mr Molefe, can I understand you clearly now: is it all

the documents that you have not seen, they are not policy

documents? -- All the documents that X have not seen and I

knou of no adoption by the UDF of such documents.

But it is generally .. — They are not UDF policy

documents. They might contain certain elements of UDF

policy but they are not - they might contain certain aspects

which are "consonant with the policy of the UDF, but that

does not make the document a UDF policy document. ":U"

But I put it to you that according tD this document

and in this document - let us first get it like this: this

document handles with UDF and the South African constitut-

ion? — That is correct. I see that.

And I put it to you that uhst is expressed here in

this document is the views and observations of UDF? — Uell,

I dD not knou. I have to study the whole document.

And I put it to you further that it is accepted and

stated in "this document that dislcgue on the constitution

is out Df the question, that there is no - let me put it d'J

like this, that there is no possibility of dialogue with

the Government about the new constitution. Will you have a

look for this instance at page 2 under the heading "UDF

Referendum", the third paragraph. Will you read that para-

graph? -- Maybe I should read this whole paragraph into the

record. Is it the last ps-rt of item 2 or the whole of item

2?

The last part, the third paragraph of item 2. -- I

propose that we read the whole thing so that it be in context

with the argument that the person is representing. ^

uIf/. ..
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•If the referendum is called by the UDF, there are

still dangers there. It will be a bad tactic for the

UDF to use a racist referendum to solve this situation,

irrespective of uho calls for it. An ethnic referen-

cuni is racist and is bad tactics. As for using it to

demonstrate mobilisation skills to the Africans (NEC)

it is a bad argument and it is also tinged with racism.

The struggle is not a forum where races or even tribes

are engaged in demonstration of skills. TKe end goal

of the struggle is liberation, not conviction. This

goBl is for strategies and tactics to be employed by

the people. Above all, if the UDF calls for a referen-

dum of whatever kind, this uould imply the acceptance

of the illusion that our problems can still be solved

by constitutional means involving 'responsible internal

leaders'. To accept this ue believe would be a grave

mistake. If other people think constitutional solut-

ions are still possible, ue neeo" to be told openly and

in a hurry."

MR JACOBS: So I put it to you that it is .. — I want to .

read on, the last paragraph on page 3, with Your Lordship's

permission.

° To sum up, ue stand for a total non-participation in

any referendum. This is based on our experience and

contact. Lie also believe that it is the best non-

confusing tactic that readily would gain the support

of many people. If other regions have tactics that

uork for them, let them not be misled to think that

they can uork on a national basis."

MR JACOBS: Now, Mr Molefe, I put it to you that it is

stated/..-
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stated and accepted as a fundamental principle that there

can be no change according to the UDF in constitutional

ways.

COURT: Stated by whom?

MR JACOBS: Stated in documents of the UDF.

COURT: \Well, in this particular document which we do not

know uhat status is to be allotted to it. Mr Jacobs, we do

riot know uhere one fits this document intc the picture. At^

s,face value it seems to be an argument" pufup" for the non-

participation in any referendum. LJhat is the question?

MR JACOBS: My question is - let us get it first: I would

like to put it ta you, Mr Molefe, and you can correct me on

this or not, that this document is e report or a statement

at the Port Elizabeth Conference, a report of the conferen-

ce. Do you agree with that, if you have a look at the

first paragraph? — It purports to be that, M'Lcrd, but I

was at that conference. This document' UES never read there,

neither was it given to anybody, anyone of us in the National

Executive of the UDF.

And I put it to you that this is a report of what

happened there and it uas decided on that that ..

MR BIZ05: M'Lord, the first sentence negatives the sugges-

tion.

COURT: tft is clearly not a report of what happened there. "

The NEC took up a certain position as is demonstrated at

page 2 paragraph 2 under the heading "UDF Referendum",

second paragraph: "Demonstrate mobilisation skills to the

Africans", NEC. The writer of this document says that is a

bad argument on the part of the NEC. T>hi_s means therefore ]

this is not an NEC paper, it is somebody else's paper. ,

Now/...
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Nou what is the purpose of this cross-examination?

MR JACOBS: As the Court pleases.

Hr Molefe, I would like you to have a look at EXHIBIT

"AM5T. Can I leave it for a minute? I will come back tD

this one later. Mr Molefe, the freedom struggle, is it an

accepted - it is accepted, I put it to you, it is accepted

and stated that the kind of government tha_t__UDF is working]

towards is a government of the people. They ere different- J

ly denominated^ _ One _o_f them is a government of the people.

Is that correct? — And what is the other one? 10

Do you agree to that one? -- Yes, the UDF believes

that the people of South Africa must have a vote in the

government of the country.

And they also accept it and call it that the people ]

sjiall govern and they want a South Africa based on the

^Freedom Charter? -j- Not the UDF, the UDF has not adopted

the Freedom Charter.

Tell me, Mr Molefe .. -- Individuals who belong to

organisations that have adopted the Freedom Charter, cr

individuals who themselves subscribe to the Freedom Charter 22

might have said that, but that is not the UDF position.

Mr Molefe, can you tell the Court, does the UDF reject

the Freedom Charter? -- The UDF does not reject the Freedom

Charter. It recognises the fact that it is a significant

document with popular support and embodying the broad as-

pirations of the people of 5outh Africa, but the UDF would

not accept the Freedom Charter as its document, for a number

of reasons, that the UDF seeks to unite a diverse range of

organisations, some of which are not subscribers to the

Freedom Charter and some of which are opposed to the Freedom 30

Charter/...
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Charter, and those which are part of the UDF, there are

those within the UDF uho are not subscribers to the Freedom

Charter, and any attempt to adopt the Freedom Charter would

have led to disaffiliation by some of those organisations,

and this has made it difficult for the UDF to win other

organisations which were not interested in the Freedom

Charter-

So the main reason is to get the other organisations

into the" UDF? —Is that the~~main~~reason, organisations that

do not subscribe to the Freedom Charter? -- The main reason *d

for what?

For not adopting the Freedom Charter? — Well, I saw

it as - those were the fundamental reasons.

COURT: 'LJhst 'were the abjections against ths adoption of ;

*the Freedom Charter, on the part of 'some cf your affiliates? "J

-- I have not had the opportunity to discuss the Freedom

Charter broadly with ail • the affiliates, but I know that

for instance the Council of Unions of South Africa is a 31ack

Consciousness orientated union, end it would not want to

accept a document that would turn it into a non-racial -'3

organisation. Some of the objections that people raise is

that the Freedom Charter talks about national groups. They

believe that it is entrenching the present situation as

created by the policies of apartheid, of defining people as

to the ethnic groups to which they belong or racial groups

tD which they belong- Those were some of the objections.

MR JACGB5: It__is.. also accepted and stated in documents of]

\the UDF that there must be an establishment of people's ]

.power"1. -- That may be so. If I may comment, in the context

of getting people tD have a vote, extending a vote to people. 30

Once/.•.
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Once one has a vote, one has got power; once the people,

the majority of people have a vote, then they have power.

Power is no longer in the hands of a White minority in the

country, that everyone can exercise it.

COURT: I got the impression from the documentation that

when the UDF uses °the people", it actually refers to the

"oppressed" and not the "oppressors". Is that right - both

in inverted commas? -- Well, it refers to the oppressed and

those who are not oppressed but who love democracy and are

opposed to the apartheid policy. It really refers to the

people outside the Government, and that would be Elack and

White.

MR JACOBS: Do I understand it correctly, Mr Molefe, that

the overwhelming number of organisations in the UDF sub-

scribe to the Freedom Charter? -- There are quite a lot,

but I have not sat down to count. I do not know if they

are in the majority. It is a substantial number. It may

well be 50%, it may be more than that. I do not know.

..in the event of the Government agreeing to a

i
.national convention, do you think that there will be srgu-

foments about it between the different organisations about

^what kind of government is to be brought about, according

rto the Freedom Charter or no.t? — There woula obviously be

those arguments.

And trouble, do you foresee trouble on that?.-- What

trouble?

Some organisations and some of the 31acks not subscrib-

ing to the Freedom Charter.? -- Well, I do not knou what

people would be accepting there. An organisation thet

subscribes to the Freedom Charter might say, I think that

ue/...
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ue must be allowed to have freedom of our cultural develop-

ment, we must continue to speak the language that ue speak,

they oust not impose a foreign language on us. If ue uant

to study in our own mother tongue, ue uant to continue

doing that. We may have an official language, but da not

force us to leave that, to do something else. li!e uant to

pray in our mosques, in our community. They might say

that. Somebody else might say something else. Somebody

.might say, I want to be allowed, -.although the Group Areas

Act might be removed, but I think that despite the feet

that there are people in Lower Houghton, I would like to

live there also. It is a negotiation. People come with

all sorts of ideas, but in the final analysis there must be

an acceptance of those which are fundamental to the whole

question of the solution to the problem. There won! be a

debate. It is a matter of debate.

Ŷ cu. .see, tyx Molefe, I put it to you that this call:,

this general call for = Government according to the Freedom j

Charter and the call far a government, that the people -

shall govern, a government for people's power, they all

boil down to one thing and that this freedom struggle is -

not a struggle for civil rights, but it is a struggle for

•taking over power in South Africa?"* — Firstly I think I

need tc deal with the points made step by step. One, I

have made it clear that it is not the policy of the UDF to

seek a government based on the Freedom Charter. The UDF

cannot say so because the Freedom Charter is not a UDF

document. Individuals might say so. With regard to the

question of people's power, it must be understood in the

context in which I have explained it, the context of people

having/...
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having a vote, a vote be given to everybody, to vote for a

government that must come into power, because then the

citizens of the country, Black and White, will be exercising

the power of vote, to elect those that they want to elect

into power, or they themselves getting elected into power.

And finally, given that approach, there is no question of

the hand-over of power- If the hand-over of power is under-

stood in the context that the minority that has been exer-

cising power to the^exclusion of the rest of the people, is

na longer exercising it as a minority but the people now *lJ

are ruling the country. If it is understood in the context

that iz is seized from a minority but intD the whole people

of the country, with that minority becoming an integral

part of the people, yes, it would be a hand-aver c-f power

froni c minority to the majority of South African citizens,

not a hand-over nf power by the Government to the UDF or

some affiliates of the UDF.

LJculd you agree that the struggle for national liberat-

ion means the same, that it is a take-over of power? -- If

that relates to the definitions that I have given, I have --

got no problem, but if it is something else, I reject the

proposi tion.

I would like you to have a look at EXHIBIT "AAD5". Mr

Mc-lefe, you yesterday ..

COURT: Uhat is the admission as far as this document is

concerned?

MR 3AC3S5: It was found in the UDF offices, Pretoria.

MR BIZD5: tile do not see that in our admission document,

M'Lord.

CDURT: It is there. My assessor picked it up somewhere. -^

It/...
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MR BIZDS: It may be In a supplement that uie have not yet

looked at, M'Lord.

WITNESS: M'Lord, I think this document appears also as

*C1n, part of it. Part of this document appears also as

nC1".

ASSESSOR (MR KRUGEL): Idas there an office in Pretoria, a

UDF office in Pretoria? — No, the UDF did not have an

office in Pretoria. I think ue made the wrong admission.

I had seen the SAliJD office in Pretoria and so on, in some

of the things ue were required to make admissions of. The ^3

UDF eld not have an office in Pretoria.

i:2s there an area committee in Pretoria? An arse

committee of UDF? -- I am not certain. It might have been

in existence, maybe at the beginning of 15S5 or maybe towards

the end of 1534. I am not sure. I do not know.

t£s there any area committee in the Northern Transvaal?

-- I tnink there was.

JZ you knou uhere? -- I do not know exactly.

tss there an area committee in Pietersburg? -- I GO

not knau if it was based in Pietersburg. -5

MR jACJB5: Nmu, yesterday you told the.. Court that- there-

was a shift from protest to challenge as an accepted prin-_ j

ciple in UDF. /Is that so?j — I did so. I believe I ex-

plained that it was merely a change of tactics.

And will you have a look at this EXHIBIT "AAD5", the

last paragraph 2, "Fundamental Challenge". Read it to the

Court please? -- Before I even deal with - respond to what

I am asked to do, I want to place on record that this is

not a UDF policy document. I had never seen it before my

arrest, 30

Officially/...
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COURT: Officially you cannot place anything on record,

only your counsel can. You can just state it.

The last paragraph on page 1?

MR JACOBS: Page 1, marked 2, "Fundamental Challenge". —

•Lie are talking about a challenge to the whole system

of oppression and exploitation, not a piece-meal chal-

lenge. Lie are not attempting to reform unreformable

structures, but are fighting for complete social trans-

formation. The people of South Africa have _nev.er ..

governed the country. LJe are fighting to realise this

-icst basic right, the right to self-determination.

Therefore ours is not a civil rights struggle. It is

a struggle for national liberation."

MR JACD55: <So_ is it a correct statement then that the j

freedon struggle is a struggle for national liberation j

-which means a struggle not for civil rights but taking over

^ ^ -- That is correct. If I may comment on .-y under-

standing of that and how we understand it, the LJDF. A

civil right struggle in the context of the situation in

South Africa would mean striving for inclusion in the present

structures of apartheid. It mould not be a struggle at the

rights that fundamentally chance the oppressive conditions

of the Black people, such as limiting them to *5% of tha

land, such as giving them an inferior system of education

upon which they have got no power to decide. So thst it is

fundamental in the sense that it would mean apartheid must

QD. It mould mean not only a section of the society should

perpetually make laws for the country, but that all the

people must participate in that. They must control their

own lives through a vote that they exercise. In that context

it/...
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it becomes fundamental change and It is not a struggle for

civil rights.

COURT: tilfiat do you understand by the words "a civil rights

struggle"?' — I would understand it to be a struggle where

we are merely saying that we want to use the same bus that

White people are using, we want to travel in the same Blue

Train that Unite people are travelling in when they go to

Cape Toun, ue want to sit in the same parks, ue want to go

to cinemas together," we want to swim together on the beach

with fclhite people, we went to have trade unions, we want to

have offices in town, but all thDse things being unrelated

to the question of vote. I am dealing with that concept in

the context of the situation in South Africa, where the

majority of the people do not have a vote.

AS5EE3DR (MR KRUGEL): Should a civil rights struggle not

also include the struggle to get the vote? -- I do not

understand it in that context. To•get a vote, if it is a

struggle to get a vote in the structures as they exist

within the apartheid system, which should not be in issue

really because there is already a vote in terms of the laws

of segregation, separate development and so on. I dc net

understand it in that sense in the context of our situation.

MR JACOBS: Would you also have a look at EXHIBIT BG5"? Mr

Molef a, this is a report on the UDF National Executive

Meeting held on 1 and 2 June 196^ in Cape Town. -- That is

so. I can see that.

You attended that meeting? -- That is correct, I did.

This document was not compiled by me as the secretary.

MG1" Is the minute of that meeting compiled by me.

blho compiled this document? -- I am not certain.

Maybe/-..
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Haybe if ue could find out where the document was found, it

might give us an idea. I do not know.

In fact there is SDme handwriting, on the last page,

on page 6. Do you recognise that handwriting? -- I do not

know the handwriting.

This document was found with Mr A Hendriks in Eastern

Cape in the offices of SAUU East London, and the offices of

SALJU East London. Now, will you have a look a-t page 3 of

that dccument under the heading "Nkcmati"? -- I have read

the section.

And do you agree also - let us get it first like "this.

Mr Molefe, whose duty was it to write this letter? -- It

was - cy recollection is that the national publicity secre-

tary, who is our PRO and sort of dealing with matters relat-

ing to the outside world by and large. He wss the one who

was supposed to write the letter.

b'hc was that? -- Accused no 2D, Mr Lekata.

Do you know whether he wrote the letter? -- I am not

certain if I have seen the letter.

And according to this, it is again stressed that yours

is not a civil rights campaign? -- Yes, I see thet. out I

think that campaign was intended to be struggle.

And Mr Molefe, in the light of what you have told the

Court previously, a civil rights - if it is not tha civil

rights, then it is for taking over power? -- For real power,

for a vote; it is a struggle for a vote.

To take over real power in the country? — A vote,

if thst is what it means, yes. If it means something else,

no.

If it means the taking over of power in the country?

-- What/.,.
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-- Ulhat does counsel have in mind, M' Lord, by this taking

over of power?

That is uhat I ask you? — I have given my understanding

of that end the understanding of the UDF of that.

Will you have a look at EXHIBIT nC102"? Mr Molefe,

this document ue have already referred to. It uas found in

your possession? -- That is correct.

Is it correct that you compiled a secretarial report

in this document, if I understood your evidence correctly

yesterday? -- Yes, that uould be at page - I did it jointly

with Mr Lekota, accused no 20. That would be at page - if

I count from the cover, it uoulri be page 9. I think it is

numbered page 1 to 12. That is what uas compiled by me

jointly with no 20.

COURT: It is a statement of the UDF National General Coun-

cil? Is that the pert? -- No, the secretarial report.

"C1" is a booklet containing a number of documents.

MR JftCGSS: C2n you just tell the Court so that ue get

clarity on that, who compiled the rest of "C1D211? After

the meeting? -- You mean putting together these things into

a booklet?

Yes? -- This ues - I believe it uas done by the then

acting administrative secretary, Cheryl Caralas. She uas

at the office at that time. I uas not there.

And did you have the control of the compilation of

this whole document? -- Well, I knew that it was being

compiled.

But did you control it? Did you assist her? — No, I

uas not there. I did not assist hBr.

Now, uill you have a look at page 10 of the secretarial

report/...
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report now, the typed no 10? I have marked my pages from

the first page and then it is page 1-7.

COURT: We uill stick to the numbering of the secretarial

report, it is page 10 of the secretarial report. — Would

that then be page 3 of the secretarial report?

In this court it remains page 10 of the secretarial

report. -- I see.

MR JACOBS: Paragraph 8.1, the last part of it - it is not

necessary to read through it, the rest of it. Can we start

there: r

"UE must win more and more organisations into our

front."

-- B.1?

Yes, the second paragraph under Q.1 and the last part

of it? -- Yes, I see that, I see the section.

Can you read it please? --

nL'e must win ' more and more organisations into our

front. Outside the UDF there are hundreds of organisat-

ions uhich form part of the people's camp and it is

essential that we provide a space for them to cnntri- c

bute effectively to the people's struggle for power.

UE must develop an active program to meet these priori-

u J. C S3 •

MR 3ACD35: Mr Molefe, you had part in compiling this report

as you stated now? -- That is correct.

And here in your report you yourself state that it is

a struggle for power? -- That is correct, in the context in

which I have explained what we meant.

And would you agree that there is no explanation here

whatsoever of in what context, if there is any other context, *

within/...
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uithin uhat context you are meaning? — It is true that

this is not explained, but an organisation develops its oun

concepts, and those concepts are understood by that or-

ganisation and its members. •

^OURT:J Let us get clarity, Mr Holefe. I asked you about

the meaning of the words "the people" when UDF documentation

uses it. Here it seems to me that there is on the one hand

the people and en the other hand the enemy? -- That is

correct.

Now", who is then the enemy? -- The enemy refers to the 13

Government in this context.

Only the 23 people being the cabinet ministers? --

Well, that would include those who support them, who further

the policies of apartheid, like the Bant us tans, the Black

Local Authorities.

That would then mean the majority of the White elec-

torate? -- No-, M'Lord.

Because they voted the Government into power? -- Those

people are the ordinary people uho do not know a thing. It

is the Government that is formulating policies snd it is -3

presenting those policies to the people. It is just incon-

sistent with the policies of the UDF. The UDF is a non-

racial organisatian. It has got Unite members. It cannot

regard Uhite people as the enemy.

Do_es your interpretation entail .then that on the one ]

hand there is the Government, that is .merely the Cabinet, :

and on the other hand all the people of South Africa1? --

That is correct.

Is that the way you want us to interpret this? -- The

Government and the structures that it sets up to further 23

apartheid/...
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apartheid like the Black Local Authorities.

But~a~9_tructure consists of people?/ -- That is correct.

£J7~waht to know who is the enemy, not the structure. /

* It is_ people against whom? -- Well, those inside those

structures who are formulating policies, who are implemen-

ting the policies that are formulated at Cabinet level.

dJhj3 formulates the policies? Is it not the electorate;

<who votes for the policies? ! -- They do not formulate the

policy-- The—Government formulates the policy there, and it

sells it to the electorate. The UDF has made it clear that *'J

it is not Dppased to the Unite people. It is opposed to

the policies of apartheid.

cLet us just - you have said that over and over again".

Let us stick to the wording of this paragraph. That is ail-

that I am concerned with. It deals uith the people's str.UD-

gle for pouer? -- That is correct.

Not), can it conceivably include Unite people? — That

is so.

In the South African context?] -- That is so. UJe had

NUSAS, we had the Black Sash, we had JODAC, we had UDF Area z o

Committees in the Western Cape in places like Claremcnt.

But those Unites .. -- All those are White people.

'Those White people had power in the sense in which you

have explained it, that is the vote? "— But nay in the

context of a new South Africa, the power, the kind of power

that would make laws that are better than what the Government

is making.

Ejach and every of those members of NUSAS, the White "

members of NUSAS had that power which you envisage, that is

one vote, the same aa every other Unite man has, one vote; ^Q

that/...
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ctha.t is all the pouier there is? -- They had a vote that uas

misused and they rejected that kind of - the exercise of

that power in apartheid. They wanted a power much better

than that one offered ay apartheid. That would be a vote

in a non-racial South Africa.

MR JACOBS: I cannot understand what you mean by a power

better than what they had? -- What I mean is that they are

unable to change the Government policies with that kind of

vate that they had. So they needed to organise much more

than that, to build those orgsnisations that would strive lJ

for a vote that would enable all the people to participate

in order"to be able to change things. In other words they

have sided with those whD do not have a vote, in order to

create conditions where that vote could be extended to all

people and could be exercised in the manner that would

change -he policies.

Ssdo I understand then that every time, whether it .is ]

a-Black government or not, then anybody that is not satis- .]

fieri with what the Government does must go on and agitate

'3_gain for a new kind of power? -- If that government is --'

undemocratic, it is a government af ,a minority, an authori-

tarian government, yes, they must organise.

NOUJ, in your definition, is a perscn uho cannot change

the Government by his vote, in this Government, a person in

NUSAS, he says the Government is undemocratic because he

cannot change it by his single vote, then the Government

will uB again undemocratic and he is not satisfied with the

next one? -- Wo, it is undemocratic because it excludes the

majority of the people. You havs about - how many people

vote now in this country and how many people do we have in -Lj

this/...
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this country? You have just a minute section of the South

African society that is participating, and the Government

has made lauis which it is stringently enforcing. It is not

allouing other ideas to reach up to the people to change,

to exercise a vote in a manner that would enable them to

establish a better government where all of them will par-

ticipate. It is undemocratic insofar as it excludes the

majority- If we had a vote, all of us, and ten people were

not hsppy with the vote exercised, it would be unacceptable

for them to say that the government is undemocratic because

it dOEs not listen to ten people- But how do you justify

the fact that a government can just easily exlude about QD%

of the population in the structures that make laws in the

country.

Kr Molefe, will you neve a look st the statement of

the LJDF National General Council, that is pace - just two

pages before the secretarial report, where it starts. I

see I have not got numbers on mine. HSVE you got the state-

ment of the LJDF National General Council? -- That is so, I

have cot it. l

Now, will you have a look at the third paragraph of

that and will you read it out please? --

°The scrapping of all tri-cameral parliaments and

other puppet bodies crested under the Black Local

Authorities Act and other instruments of racist .."

MR jACDB5: NO , we are not at the same pages. -- Are you

looking at page 2 of the statement?

Tuo pages before where the secretarial report starts.

COURT: But new, just give it a name. It is a statement of

the LJDF National General Council.

I/...
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MR JACOBS: I have read it out, Sir, uith respect. — The

first page thereof?

Have you got it now, the statement - the document, the

part of the document with the heading "Statement of the UDF

National General Council11? — I see that.

Have you got it? -- I do.

'jou, the third paragraph from the top of that statement

of the UDF National General Council. — It reads as follows:

•There is still time for the racist minority regime to

consult with the authentic leaders of the people with

the sole objective of making the necessary arrangement

far the speedy and effective dismantling of apartheid

state and the transfer of power to the people."

COURT: Just pause there. Qficr'aTê  the authentic leeders of

the" people? -- Well, generally people like Nelson Mandela

are regarded as the authentic leaders.

•̂ Mnd iiho "else? -- Those Is3ders uho represent democratic

organisations, and I believe of course ..

Like - uihat do you call a democratic organisation? --

Organisations that are popularly supported. I think the

other criterion would be ..

Just a minute. I—want to know what you mean by popular

'support. The PFP? _}-- Yes, in the constituencies where it

is operating, they are leaders, in the constituency in

which they are operating, they get the popular support,

they are authentic leaders.

The- National Party? — It would be in the constituen-

cies that ..

Uhy should the racist minority regime consult uith the

National Party? — life 11, in general terms that would be the

case/...
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case, but in this context ••

Yes, I am asking you only about the context. What is

the authentic leaders of the people? — Hay I have a second

look at the paragraph, just to read it in context, or re-

spond In context? In this context it does not include the

National Party. It includes those mho are excluded from

Parliament in this instance. All it is really SBying is

that the test for representativity should not be the BLA's

and the fact that people are leaders of Bantustans, but the

test to be applied should be that one determined by the 1 D

choice of the people in a situation where people are freely

expressing their wishes.

Reverting then to my previous question: the people in

the phrase authentic leaders of the people is "the oppres-

sed"? -- I think in this context it would refer to that,

but plus those who have rejected participation in the pre-

sent parliament, who are in organisations that form part of

the UDF. That would include NUSAS, the Elack Sash and

JDRDAC.

Then if "the people" is read in that sense in the 20

phrase "authentic leaders of the people", then one can read

it in the same sense in the last part of that paragraph,

"power to the people"? hlhat do you say to that interpretat-

ion? -- I want to revert to the first point I made. I am

saying here, the authentic leaders here would be those that

the Government is not recognising, who the Government is

excluding in its processes of deciding the future. Mow,

the people would refer to the majority arising out of those

communities excluded, but it would also include those who

have refused to be part of the present apartheid system, 30

like/.-.
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like NUSAS, JORDAC and so on* They would participate also

in the whole exercise of demonstrating their support, showing

who are really regarded as the leaders by the majority of

the people. They would be part of that. The last part

that Your Lordship referred me to, was it on the same page?

I uas merely saying that where "the people0 is used,

as the last two words in that oaracr = p^ uitK tuhicr. ue era

dealing, it could conceivably mean the same as "the oe?plen

where it is first used in that paragraph together with

"authentic leaders"? -- No, I understand it in the context ^

that I have given, given that the UDF is a non-racial or-

ganisation. That is its foundation principle-

MR JACOBS: Do you agree, Mr Molefe, that it is accepted

and stated quite clearly by the National Executive of the

UDF Council that it the sole objective is to hand over

power to the people? There is not any other dialogue or

anything else, but the sole - the" main objective of this is

- the sole objective is the transfer of power to the people?

-- No, but the statement says ^gonsuXf "̂  So there uould

obviously be talks. 2D

Consult with only one purpose and that is the transfer

of power to the people? — The transfer of power to the

people in the context in which I have put it.

Now, Mr Molefe, I see nothing of context in this - or

any explanation what is meant by this, the sole objective,

transferring power to the people, that there ia no explanat-

ion whatsoever? -- That is correct. Organisations develop

their own - let us take the Nationaliat Party when it talks

about democracy. What would the Nationaliat Party be refer-

ring to when they talk about democracy? Ulhen the Nationalist 3D

Party/...
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Party talks about democracy, it meanB Unite people's vote

and taking decisions, Bnd it means Black people voting in

the Black Local Authorities structures, and so on. It does

not talk about democracy where the people of South Africa

participate in one government and they are taking decisions.

But if I come and look at the word "democracy" I might

understand it differently, and the Nationalist Party says,

no, what ue mean about democracy is this, you cannot argue

that because you have not written that in your statement,

that is not democracy. Ue hear every day and every day the ^

Prime Minister and leaders of this country, cabinet minis-

ters talking about democracy, but ue knou that it is not

democracy the uiay ue understand it. Nou t I can only give

the explanations here, the uay it was understood by the

UDF", and that understood also in term9 of the nature of

a front thst the UDF uas. Ue are not using White people

who are in the UDF for certain sinister goals. Ue are

committed to the goal of non-racialism, the principle of

non-re ci ali sm, and you see people as equal, and uhen ue

talk about the people, ue talk about all those uho con- 20

stitute the society.

,CPURT: Uhy do you call the GovernmentJs - or pouer "im- 7

perialist pjowera^ 1'J That is nou the second-last paragraph?

— They are called like that because these are pouers uho

had dominated other countries, for instance if you talk of

Britain, ue knou that Britain had dominated many parts of

the country, taking control of many parts of the country,

and in fact it uas referred to as such even by the National-

ist Party many years ago. Similarly with ..

c;Whart about the United Stetea? -- The United States 30

also/...
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also, it is known to have been imposing its designs In a

number of places f the Middle East for instance, Southern

America and so on.

Does it include the Soviet Union? Do these imperialist

powers include the Soviet Union? — Well, in this context

it did not include the Soviet Union because ..

cD_id it ever in any of your documents include the Soviet ;

Union.? -- I am not sure, but the point is that if - ue have

very little information about any situation where the Soviet

Union colonised a country- If ue knew about that, me uould 1^

include that. I cannot recall - I can talk of hou Britain

colonised us and denied us a vote in this country. I can

talk about hou the Americans are dominating other countries

through their multi-national companies and draining the

resources of those countries.

AEEE55DR (MR KRUGEL): Will" Hungary and Afghanistan an?

stho'se" types of countries - you do not know very much about? j

-- I beg your perdon?

Afghanistan, Hungary, you do not mention them? -- I

have got no information about that. I read a bit about it 2 D

when I was at school. I cannot comment on that, but certain-

ly where they attempt to impose their will on the people,

try to turn the people of the land into little images of

Americans and Britain, I uould object to that. If they do

that, I would reject it. Any attempt to influence develop-

ment into any country, by the Soviet Union, the British and

so on, once that comes to my attention, I uould object to

that.

Mr Molefe, apparently you are busy with the same subject

still. The question was whether the Soviet Union uould be 30

termed/...
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termed an imperial power in your vieu, an imperialist pouter?

— If it attempted to control other countries, I think it

would be.

Must we not mention the examples of Afghanistan, Hungary-7

- well, there are other countries too? — They are dominat-
es

Ing those countries, then they uould become Imperial powers,

they uould became an imperial power.

THE COURT IS ADJOURNED TO 1**h00
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